ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
120 VAC. 60 HZ. 15A
BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR TO JUNCTION BOX

OPTIONAL TRANSOM FRAMING

OPTIONAL MUNTIN BAR

OVERALL FRAME WIDTH (VARIES)

FRAME HT (91 1/2" STD.)

MOTION/PRESENCE INFRA-RED SENSOR

APPLICATION:
TELESCOPIC FULL BREAKOUT BI-PART, AUTOMATIC SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM.

NOTE: DRAWING IS DIMENSIONED IN BOTH INCHES & METRIC (mm)

UNIT DESCRIPTION: ANODIZED, CLEAR; DARK BRONZE; SPECIAL FINISHES ARE AVAILABLE

EXTerior ELEVATION

BREAKEAWAY PLAN VIEW
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NOTE: REFER TO RELEVANT (LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL OR AHJ) BUILDING CODE FOR MIN DOOR HEIGHT & MIN/MAX WIDTH ALLOWABLE FOR EGRESS REQUIREMENT.

ENTREMATIC GROUP AB, RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE & IMPROVE IT'S PRODUCTS & SPECIFICATIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.